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THE MANAGERIAL STYLES OF THE TEACHER AND THE SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

ABSTRACT
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The doctoral thesis entitled “THE MANAGERIAL STYLES OF THE TEACHER AND THE SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT” is a result of a complex management and psychopedagogical research. Premises which led achieve the formative experiment with the theme - Involve teachers in implementing strategies and effective management approach styles (transformational and transactional), were as follows:

- In the educational environment, the teacher and the students group must develop a new competence, focused on anticipating many changes, sometimes forecasted and wanted, sometimes random. Educator performance evaluation criteria is not limited to its ability to manage stable groups, and apparently balanced situations, but its real capacity to predict and direct transitions to the group and also the personal ones.

- The educator-manager has become a leader "transformational and transitional," able to conduct these successive reconfigurations that define the essence of the students group. In this case we speak about a transversal competence, whereby each member of the students group learns to predict changes and be optimally adapted to them. Student group training and leadership dynamics through the managerial styles, within the meaning of the individual and collective, personal and professional transitions, becomes a major concern for every educator. The reference frame for a teacher-manager is established in terms of transformational and transition project.

- The group phenomena analysis demonstrate that the transition process is universal and should be designed to allow each student to go through it effectively, directed by management styles practiced by each teacher.

The thesis is divided into seven chapters, which we’re detailing below:
Chapter I - MULTIDIMENSIONAL MANAGERIAL PROCESS APPROACH AT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE LEVEL - proposes to analyze the current perspectives on change management in school organizations, called upon to identify new ways to eliminate uncertainty, to turn those involved in education in individuals optimally integrated in the social environment. We promote the idea, that adaptation to change is done gradually, requiring completion of a cycle of change, at individual and organizational level, based on the assumptions made by A. Toffler (1995, p. 42): “The only certainty is that tomorrow will surprise us all. “ and “The best way to predict the future is to invent it”.

Transforming schools in learning organizations represents their goal to develop. So they can go beyond the revolution, are able to find creative solutions to the problems appeared, have the ability to promote students and educators personal development, in line with the organization development. Thus, we analyzed the flexible solutions in school organizations’ management, that promote continuous learning and develop students’ potential, integrating individual learning in the organization. It is suggested that organizational learning is both a stimulus and a result of change and development from this level, that the organization "continually expanding its capacity to create its future" (D. Smetherman, 1993, p.13).

The Romanian school can’t meet these challenges through traditional management practice, reduced to administration. Both at macro and micro-management level, the educational institute has become the main lever to implement new directions for research and action, exploiting and considering the changes as educational opportunities. New perspectives in the organizational developments concerns the four basic elements:

- mission, common and specific objectives;
- internal structure, vertical and horizontal relationships;
- material resources and technology;
- social actors -members of the school.

Most researchers are promoting the idea that knowledge triangle has become innovation, education and technology and the teachers professionalization will follow the development and exercise creativity, innovation, the capacity to accept new and to promote, implementing effective management systems.

Adapting new management models to actual conditions and schools specific, in order to promote quality management and emphasizing the two dimensions of value: the manager's ability to introduce change and its capacity to stimulate competence.
Based on these findings, in subchapter I.2. FORMATIVE AND PUPILS GROUP LEADERSHIP DYNAMICS - it is noted that the students group becomes a major factor in shaping human personality, with a decisive role in forming the self-concept. It is in a genuine expression of personal characteristics in accordance with group norms, fully addressing the human need for acceptance and inclusion.

Students’ group internal force is generated by the group of factors: its structure, interpersonal relations size, group communication, leadership style. All these group phenomena have a dynamizer and optimizer role of the educational process, but also on the development of each student. Their action has a spontaneous and voluntary nature, but the effects potentiation is best achieved by the educators’ optimal leadership. New insights into the students’ group problems have required systematic investigation of the group dynamics and processes of mutual influence between the school organization and its members. Knowing students group dynamics naturally requires to decipher the driving forces underlying the process, ie the internal contradictions of the two basic types of structures, formal and informal.

Interaction between students generate inter-subjective relations (communication, inter-knowledge, socio-affective or subordination, dependence), causing a lot of informal an-official structures, that operate in parallel with the formal ones.

In subchapter I.3. HYPOTHESIS IN LEADERSHIP AT EDUCATIONAL GROUP LEVEL - it supports the idea that innovation can’t be achieved outside the leadership, obviously it depends on multiple internal and external sources. In the heart of the changing process, leadership takes different forms, trained in various ways and supplied by several formal and informal sources:

- group phenomena: competition, conflict, cooperation, consensus, cohesion, solidarity and subgroups;
- collective mental structures that influence positively or negatively not only group life but also the effectiveness of work in groups, organizations (attitudes, opinions, attitudes, prejudices, beliefs).

The leadership of students’group involves the development of human resources, continuous reporting on the life, interests, aspirations, wishes, aspirations, whether individual or group. Essential task of management is to establish its own internal environment for an effective management of individuals working in groups. This activity is a complex psychosocial phenomenon, which involves acting in such a manner of individual or collective psyche, to obtain the desired positive effects.
Subchapter I. 4. **MANAGERIAL STYLES IN THE EDUCATIONAL SPHER** - proposes a systematic analysis of managerial functions and the aims achieved by the educational process, the perspectives for developing effective management strategies, but also deficiencies registered in the system, promoting a reorientation of research on fundamental concepts in this field.

The current orientation promotes redefining notions of educational management, special emphasis being placed on addressing the managerial styles, which is covered by overcoming managerial weaknesses within school organizations. Summarizing the managerial styles of these educators conceptual approaches, by highlighting their influences to the group and the individual level, comes to support the fundamental characteristic of the school, consisting of relations and interactions field between people, centered on learning experiences, educators are called to make major changes, moving from structure competitive to structure based on teams.

Some changes in emphasis are needed, which requires a new vision of style, according to current requirements, having an important role in human activity, as a bridge between specific personality characteristics and professional performances.

This extension of the concept imposes taking into account other indicators such as: personality, behavior, attitudes, practice of successful strategy implementation, results and statements’ assessment. It estimates that styles highlights the professional competences and influences their expression, being present in various social fields: literary, artistic, scientific, legal, educational, managerial. Recent developments in research and applications in management education led to two major trends shaping the conceptualization of style:

- need to overcome empirism in leading organizations, through the study of theoretical and practical type of professional managerial styles;
- emphasis on methodological competence that is developing along with situational models.

Managerial style in education is expressed through the following:

- set of knowledge which ensures the quality and accuracy of practical constructions;
- self-control and self-recognition by the organization members;
- ability to adapt to different situations, using appropriate methods and techniques;
- ability to assess reality, based on information, analysis and diagnosis.

Educator's managerial style is therefore a heuristic way of higher orders, thus and so different strategies and skills are becoming characteristic of each individual structure. The educational process becomes a creative style by overcoming reflection stereotypes, through his release from captivity of mental patterns and routines pitfalls. Structuring of own management style, requires alternation between states of maximum concentration, mainly conscious and states of relaxation, in which the conscious control is lower, allowing the development of novel
associations. This crystallization process of its own style is at the intersection of skills and personality.

Management style is perceived by which it’s exercised on (teachable), especially in the form of motivation and performance, in a positive or negative way. While it’s emerging as a sign of pedagogical maturity, gained in the relationships field of education.

It may become an important source of school success, educational practice efficiency, being centered around some verified relationships and accepted by the partners. Iucu R. B. (2000, p. 117) considers that the educator's management style is consisted of a set of constants associated to behavior, located in the area of contact with beliefs and pedagogical beliefs that are directly perceptible. The relationship between the development of school organization / students group and practicing various management styles is a dynamic one, which is a crucial variable in positive or negative influencing in relationship, interactional - teaching plan.

In chapter II - **MANAGERIAL STYLES AND THEIR IMPACT ON INTER-RELATION IN SCHOOL ORGANIZATION** - I assumed that the two poles of the binomial education (educators-managers and students) have multiple options for action, offered by the educational climate, achieving thus a continuous exchange, with complementary functions, in the sense that teachables continuously enrich and diversify its entirety. Management process within the school organization must take into account the educational climate, being designed and manufactured, and customized differently, according to its group nature, age, team profile, particularities of its members. It will take into account the relations between students, the cooperation and competition, which will affect motivation, accepted success-failure standards, balance, expectations and aspirations.

There are several factors, such as internal and external, which are influencing differently the development of educational climate. Some of them, have a less noticeable effect, as determined by the everyday experiences of educators and students, school staff, who are faced with different situations. Another important category is the permanent acting factors and their effects on the development of educational climate are visible.

In the conducted management process in the school organization, many educators are reluctant to make an introspection, and when they do, refuse to recognize their weaknesses and professional threats. In this situation they don’t want to admit their defensive structures, leadership styles practiced and some traits may negatively impact the organizations they lead. They also deny that are subjected to psychological stress, which can contribute to dysfunctional behaviors and decisions, in their and school organization detriment.

Leadership task performed in school organization was considered to be essentially natural, with leaders who are involved for the good of the organization and its evolution. Such
assessments ignore the dark side of leadership (Darth Vader look), which derives from a desire to increase and acquire power, often resulting in narcissism, deception and power abuse.

In subchapter II.2. **Quallitative Approach of the Relationship Between The Managerial Styles and School’s Climate** - is focused on assessing the relationship between managerial styles and educational climate, involving a series of steps which aimed on:

- information about management activities and results obtained;
- information processing in order to select the most relevant;
- formulate judgments on the effectiveness of managerial styles practiced;
- decision making, focusing on correction, improvement and optimization of managerial styles- school climate relationship.

It is necessary that every educator-manager to determine the effectiveness of self-assessment criteria, to take in time measures which should be taken. An effective manager uses natural, human resources, time optimally, it organizes and directs staff, provides computer system and provide horizontal and vertical communication, delegating tasks, uses modern techniques of counseling and perform objective assessments. We presented a series of obstacles to effective use of managerial styles:

- educational communication blocages, which can lead to a tense organizational climate;
- emergence of unforeseen situations and problems and delay their resolution;
- simultaneous involvement that requires additional effort and can lead to fatigue;
- belief that it knows everything;
- liability is declined and the time wasted.

They can cause a failure in exercising managerial styles, which can be grouped according to their nature in the following categories:

- **Objective difficulties**, independent of the educator-managers’ will and desire;
- **Psychological difficulties**, subjective, related to the educators’ personal particularities.

Dynamic leadership and effective management of change are key conditions in an effort to achieve a high degree of social inclusion and educational effort by educator-managers, with a clear conception on educational policy. This vision is presented in the educators work, by way of their relationship with the other educational stakeholders: students, parents, local community. It is based on school values and general concern to provide students more support and more opportunities for achievement, being closely linked to the concept of sustainable development of the school, reflecting a strong commitment to improve educational standards for all students.
In subchapter II.3. COMPETENCE AND EDUCATORS MANAGERIAL RESPONSIBILITY – we presented and analyzed the concept of managerial competence like a dynamic structural-functional complex, consisting of:

- **cognitive component** (knowledge, information, data, etc.)
- **operational components** (action schemes, work algorithms, techniques for solving problematic situations, etc.)
- **attitude components** materialized in character features, behaviors and personality qualities.

The premise of ensuring quality management at the school organizational level and hence the group of students, cover the whole range of management competences, management styles and how the teacher promotes and values at the educational level, the good management practices. The transfer of these goals in current school practice, requires the managerial orientation in a priority direction, training and development of specific management styles and adapted the coordination process, monitoring and regulating such education relationships. In this major direction should be targeted initial and continuing training programs for teachers.

The complexity of management styles development process among teachers, is that they act in differentiated learning environments, but can be identified elements which intertwined and inter-influencing each other, in this case, generated by simultaneous roles, adopted by the educational subjects.

The main actions directions to optimize the continuous training process in managerial styles are following:

- awareness among educators on their previous representations, on how leadership, positive or negative emotions, that they experience through involvement in the management process;
- discovering conflict situations arising from prevailing management styles, their anchoring in concrete situations, exemplary, to be overcome and strengthen positive feelings;
- spontaneous observation of how to achieve leadership in the activities carried out in the school organization;
- theoretical delimitation of specific management concepts and their integration into the management process;
- emphasis on the effectiveness of self-assessment size on managerial styles, both at individual and organizational levels;
- meta-evaluation stimulation as a means of constant reflection on the management act;
- knowing forms, methods and techniques of effective leadership;
systematic observation of the relationship between managerial styles and educational climate;

- development of indicators and assessment tools of their effectiveness (objectives, descriptors);
- implementation of management actions using different leadership styles;
- inter-evaluation and continuous assessment based on indicators of managerial activities.

Subchapter II.4. **THEORETICAL PART – CONCLUSIONS** - is established as a result of documentation, but also practical experience. Teachers managerial competence is appreciated as one that facilitates at the level of students- educators- parents relations, in empathic manner, development of behavior identification, belonging and socialize interaction, creating an educational behavior and social optimum. Based on these considerations, we’re considering that the implementation of transactional and transformational management strategies and styles are influenced by:

- external factors that determine the formation of management style;
- internal characteristics of school organization,
- cohesion at the organizational level,
- learning situations triggering manifested management styles.

Consequently, educators and learners active and creative involvement in the interaction processes, especially their training, within the meaning of adaptation and change, become necessary conditions and prior educational aspirations achievement. The students group who’re developing an effective social organization, characterized by transactional and transformational managerial styles, a division of tasks and responsibilities delegation, information systems and optimal communication, there is an adaptive advantage in organizational and social environment.

Group culture and formative processes leadership are key to the evolutionary success of each student's personality. All of these can’t be reduced to a mere collection of individuals, but constitute a set of relationships and roles. It imposes students group consistency dynamics research and managerial styles at this level, through successive efforts of the educator-manager.

We’re considering such a investigative step absolutely necessary, because of numerous attitude of rejection of educational changes and barriers, to implement interactive management models in educational organization. This is especially justified by the fact that the information obtained in this way will be an essential support in organizing and conducting formative intervention.

Chapters III - **CONSTATATIVE EXPERIMENTAL DATA REGARDING EDUCATORS’ MANAGERIAL STYLES AND SCHOOL ORGANIZATION CLIMATE** – starts from the premise that managerial styles research at school organizations level reveals the significance and multiple
dimensions of the factors involved in the management process, but also key aspects of the teaching behavior dynamics, optimize the entire institutional activities. Generally, investigative efforts have facilitated the analysis of educators managerial competences, capturing the elements of managerial skills and attitudes as a mediator between vocational aspects and those acquired in the course of training and professional development.

These pedagogical research and management approaches are always reported to the management style concept and there implication in organizational development. Naturally, we put a series of questions, which are the objective of the ascertaining approach:

- How does this important dimension contribute to understanding the dynamics of the educator training and leadership in school organization / students group?
- How does the quality of managerial styles affects the organizational environment development, individual characteristics?
- What is the actual meaning of this concept?
- How awareness of group processes determine an increase in the educational quality and managerial styles used?
- How can we stimulate students through applied management styles to be creative, while in the same time they create new groups?
- Are personality characteristics (values, needs, attitudes, behaviour) influenced by managerial styles?

Making inquiry provides the opportunity to collect data and current informations, revealing the personal opinions of educators, educational needs, interests, motivations, desires and their aspirations. To provide the process a projective dimension, theoretical experiences were correlated with the practical once, the presented concepts making references to various educators managerial profiles. There were made a series of steps aimed on:

- information about management practices and obtained results;
- information processing in order to select the most relevant feedback formulation on the effectiveness of practiced managerial styles;
- decision making end with managerial styles correction, improvement and optimization.

This approach that we proposed is addressed to the relationship between managerial styles and school organization climate, opens the possibility of understanding the subtle mechanisms of process management, using analytical methods and formative intervention strategies, showing that they are a valuable land on which each school organization can exploit to increase its efficiency.
Targeted reality is a processual one, the researcher capturing the actors meanings, seeking instead a continuous facts surprise, phenomena and school interactions. Some of the obtained data are deep, complex, rich, and can be presented in an attractive and metaphorical language.

The major importance of this observational approach lies precisely in shaping alternatives to study management practices in the educational actors, in capturing significant areas, in terms of school management organization, that may constitute elements of change and innovation, as pillars of institutional reform in the romanian schools.

Projecting and conducting the observational research with the topic – Individual and collective reflections on the strategies and managerial approach styles impact at individual and organizational level, we proposed the following objectives:

O.1. Identify strategies and management approach styles (transformational / transactional / passive-avoid) used by educators in rural schools education.

O.2. Highlighting teachers opinions, skills and attitudes on practical mechanisms and inter-networking of the school organizations.

O.3. Determining managerial styles influences on personal and organizational development.

O.4. Establishing consistency between initial psiho-pedagogical training and needs, interests in continuous managerial training.

O.5. Identifying viable solutions for developing the transversal competencies, strategies and transactional or transformational managerial styles.

In subchapter III.2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN, shows important moments in ongoing constatative stage, methods and tools for data collecting, both qualitative (interviews and focus groups) and quantitative (questionnaire and school form analysis). The instruments applied at all visits in the sample schools are:

- Focus-groups, conducted with the participation of 50 teachers, that work in schools and university education, but also with 14 students in Master program - Educational Management, at the Univ. Aurel Vlaicu in Arad.

- Individual semistructured interviews, realized with the management staff representatives from the rural school groups: School Group John Buteanu Gurahonț / School Group Moga Prince Hălmagiu / School Group Săvârșin / School Group Cermei / School Group Gheorghe Lazar Pecica / School Group Vinga/ School Group Minis / School Group Beliu.

- Secondary analysis. School document analysis was made from direct observations and interviews conducted in the concerned schools.

- Investigation based on questionnaire - Management approach styles investigation (ISAM), which was applied to a number of 380 teachers in education schools (school groups) in rural areas, in Arad county, having pretest value.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabel III.2. Personal category</th>
<th>Personal category</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers with leadership positions</td>
<td>Teaching non-management staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental group</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control group</strong></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of subjects</strong></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent</strong></td>
<td>24,74%</td>
<td>75,26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabel III.3. Professional development level</th>
<th>Professional development level</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>Permanent degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental group</strong></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control group</strong></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of subjects</strong></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent</strong></td>
<td>17,11%</td>
<td>30,27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chapters III.3. QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CONSTANTATIV DATAS highlights several important aspects of managerial practices and styles used in the school organizations, which I found through direct observation, individual and group interviews and interpreting questionnaires administered to school managers and teachers: 

*a) In the school organizations:*  
- manager-educators, are faced with various and complex issues in designing, organizing, directing, evaluating and adjusting the multiple situations of interactions (student-student, student-student group, student-teaching strategies, student-teachers, teacher-teacher; principals -teachers);  
- in educational interaction are involved many random factors which must be oriented towards the individual progress, individual and organizational changes, establishing a balance between flexibility and rigor, through managerial styles;  
- in the management process is ignored the efficient use of relevant aspects of cognitive processes involved in the interaction:  
- the specific and learning experience level;  
- reasons for involvement / non-involvement;  
- active involvement modalities in educational tasks achievement;  
- others skills representations;  
- the way to relate to success / failure.
regarding the managerial styles application the vast majority of teachers are limited to
certain templates, without adapting them to different educational contexts of specific
student groups;
- teachers are referring to a corpus of principles and rules governing acceptable behavior in
school organization, the students group, their learning resulting in a successful
educational approach;
- educator-managers are absorbed by the complexity of roles and tasks generated by the
partnership with school organization members, as a form without substance, devoid of
substance that generated it, and practiced management styles do not support this;
- misuse of managerial styles and associated communication forms, cause some emotional
blockages.

b) At the individual level:
- the development of management skills is not addressed in a dynamic perspective, teachers
are considering as self-sufficient theorizing, information and description of management
practices at the expense of complex analysis, practical and valorizing;
- building an organizational climate, that provides opportunities for continuous development
and differentiation, during teaching careers evolution, seems to be not only difficult to
invoke, but also to be accepted;
- lack of social interactional type experience found among educator-managers, which
exhibit inappropriate behaviors in playing social roles: do not know how to advise their
students, do not transmit information properly, do not initiate group actions, not solve
conflict in the students group.

We can say that in the managerial process conducted within the school organization, many
school teachers are reluctant to make an introspection, and when they do it, refuse to recognize
their professional weaknesses and professional threats. In this situation they do not want to admit
that their defensive structures, practiced managerial styles and some traits may adversely affect
the organizations they lead. They also deny that undergoing psychological stress can contribute to
the dysfunctional behaviors and decisions in detriment of their school organization.

Management activities performed in school organization is considered to be essentially
natural, educator-managers that are involved for the smooth running of the organization and it’s
evolution. Such assessments ignore the dark side of the management act (Darth Vader look),
which derives from a desire to increase and acquire power, often resulting in narcissism,
deception and power abuse.
Reality shows that there always exists a gap between good intentions and management strategies focused on changing processes, which develop institutional projects, by guiding groups of tasks and active intervention in issues debate.

It is necessary that every educator-manager determine his self-assessment criteria of the activity efficiency, to take timely appropriate action. An efficient manager uses optimally the natural and human resources, time, it organizes and directs staff, have computer system and provide horizontal and vertical communication, delegating tasks, uses modern techniques of counseling and perform objective assessment.

In such chapter III.3.4. **STATISTICAL DATA PROCESSING AND PRETEST RESULTS INTERPRETATION**, there are analysed and interpreted the obtained results by applying the ISAM questionnaire, in pretest, indicates that the passive/avoidant management approach, educator-managers are recording high percentage values (48.68%), followed by transactional approach (28.16%) and transformative approach (17.90%). Inferential processing shows that the degree of using the passive/avoiding approach in pretest, is significantly higher than the degree of other approaches used.

While our inferential results show a statistically significant effect of interaction between the management approach type and personnel category. Educators who hold leadership positions in the school organization, although the majority had a passive/avoidant approach, one third of them think about management styles as proactive oriented. This category of teachers are less interested in obtaining managerial performance, not just focused on getting results.

Since hi square test value is 21.649 at p = .001, we believe that we have a statistically significant interaction effect between management approach type and professional development level. That means significantly different managerial approach for educators who have a certain level of professional development. Furthermore, the observational investigation results, indicate that mostly newcomer educators shows little attention to the proactive involvement, others intellectual stimulation, in adopting passive/avoidant managerial styles, but we can find also in their case elements of transactional orientations.

In terms of size - design educator-managers on managerial styles - differences between experimental and control group are not statistically significant. Inferential processing results, reveals no significant differences between the experimental and control group, but an equivalence in terms of management approach, is pretest phase.

At this stage, for the transformational, transactional and passive/avoidant management approach scales we can not find significant differences between experimental and control group, the significant threshold for the t test is greater than p =.05. The results of the descriptive
processing shall mean an amount that is greater than the theoretical average value, which shows that manager-educators adhere to transactional management approach in a medium degree.

For the latest investigated dimension - managerial efficiency and self-evaluated management performance, as for design educators on managerial styles, there isn’t a polarization of the subjects responses, in relation with two variables: meanings and perspectives construction, focusing on results, very low differences between the average values, these differences between the experimental and control group were not significant.

Based on the established correlations, it can see that educator-managers are reporting themselves to management styles, as part of a transformation process, dominated by activism and initiative, or passive adaptation process, focused on constraints. So, without an absolute adherence to a certain conceptions of managerial styles, as reactive or proactive orientation, educator-managers, regarding to the context, reported there selves differently to this acceptions. From this perspective, it can be made a distinction between subjects that promote a transformative management approach and design management styles both as proactive and reactive oriented, through situational adaptation and those who show a passive/avoidant management approach, conceiving management styles just in terms of reactivity.

Educator-managers practicing an transformative approach, by management style are developing an educational climate with emphasis on changing and educational innovation, while those who prefer a passive/avoidant management approach, are not actively involved in individual and group development.

Educators conception on managerial styles is closely linked to self-evaluation management performance. If educator-managers who are addressing transformational and transactional managers get a high score, then it is likely that they estimate a higher level of managerial performance. If educators obtained higher scores for the passive/avoidant management approach, then subjects will predict lower levels of managerial performance.

There are significant positive correlations between subjects age and inspirational motivation, individual reward and situational assessment respectively. Recording significant negative correlations between subjects age and strategical practice development, lack of systematic response to problem-situations, and focusing on results. As subjects ages increases, it is noted a decrease in values that aimed the lack of systematic response to problem-situations, and passive/avoidant managerial approach. As subjects age increases, it recorded a higher level of forward-looking involving efficiency in management approach, focusing on the inspirational motivation and individual assessment.

Between managerial efficiency achieved by focusing on subjects results and age, stands a significant negative correlation, which reveals that the more advanced are subjects in age, they
shows an increasing attitude of rejection of managerial styles excessively focused on tasks and obtaining results. Anticipated management performance is better with subjects increasing preference for transactional and transformational managerial approach.

Educator-managers who appreciate that managerial effectiveness is determined not only by focusing on results, manifested at the organizational level an idealized influence, promotes intellectual stimulation using common situational reward but also monitor deviations. Starting from the correlational study, we conclude that subjects who show a passive/avoidant management approach, are related to managerial effectiveness by focusing on tasks and outcomes, while subjects using transformational and transactional management approach are less influenced by excessive result centering.

Management process is ignored in the effective use of relevant aspects of cognitive processes involved in the interaction: the specificity and the learning experiences, why involvement, how active involvement in educational tasks, representations of other skills, how to relate to success/failure. The vast majority of educators, interaction is limited to certain templates, them to different educational contexts specific group of students. Transformational leadership is determined by goals and objectives humanities, leading to the development of others, turning them into leaders or while laying the foundations of collective leadership groups, as appropriate teams.

Transformational leader encourages others to develop and obtain performance beyond expectations standard normal. This is possible not only encourage but also an example of personal effort and sacrifice in achieving specific goals and mission of the group or organization. These major influences are major changes in special times of great impact on leader behavior may result in individuals, groups and organizations and are similar to those we find among transformational.

In chapter IV - FORMATIVE EXPERIMENT – DEVELOPMENTAL STRATEGIES IN TRANZACTIONAL AND TRANSFORMATIONAL MANAGERIAL STYLE APPROACH - we started from some assumptions, outlined in educational practice:

- school organizations current processes of change do not develop by itself, requiring an active orchestration, voluntary intervention of educational stakeholders, which direct the educational process in a given direction exercised by management styles.
- ensure the quality of school organization and management at the default group of students, cover the whole range of skills and managerial styles, and how teachers promote good educational value on the level of field management practices.
- the complexity of the managerial styles process development among teachers is that they act in differentiated learning environments, but can be identified elements which intertwine and influence themself, generated by simultaneous roles adopted by the
educational subjects.

- the assumption of managerial styles in complex situations, is witnessing an increase in the role of educator in management, coupled with planned and flexible change, professional skills and information and communication technologies.
- management styles in the educational process will bear the mark of creativity in overcoming reflection stereotypes, by their release from the captivity of mental patterns and pitfalls of routine.

In this approach we overcame a number of scientific prejudices and barriers manifested in the collective mentality that are reflected at the institutional level:

- conservatism and resistance to change of some teachers;
- indifference and disinterest of teachers for managerial formation;
- low interest for moments of reflection and insight into the impact of managerial styles and strategies on educational climate;
- teacher turnover in management;
- reduced involvement of the school members in the management process.

Formative process aim addressing a flexible and interactive approach of the educators training process in rural schools, in Arad county, through the implementation of specific developmental methodologies, transversal management approach and transformational styles, so capitalizing the complex interactions at school organization-level.

The priority direction is to improve and optimize the schools management practices, thus exceeding the explanation, observant, appreciative or critical level which are prevailing in such actions.

The objectives which are guiding the experimental approach, to improve the quality of management, were correlated with possible action, achievable and tailored to the needs of the target group. In this way it follows:

- Connection to professional development dynamics by identifying conditions that are able to optimize the educators continuous formation process and facilitate a transformational management approach, adapted to new learning contexts.
- The active involvement of educators in their own training process, developing transversal skills and implicitly of managerial transformative approach styles, in conjunction with the school organization climate.
- Developing evaluation and self-evaluation strategies of the managerial styles effectiveness, both at individual and organizational levels.
Sensitizing educators-managers to the role and importance of organizational and individual development, through the implementation of monitoring strategies and performance evaluation.

Metaevaluation stimulation, as a method of constant reflection on management style influences in the development of educational climate.

Formative intervention was built around the general hypothesis: Implementing in the continuous training programs addressed for teaching staff, specific strategies for educators training in the processes of design, operational management, evaluation and self-management practices, using modeling, role and design play, facilitates the adoption of transformational management styles and increasing managerial performance.

In the proposed experiment, dependent variables are: managerial styles approach or performance of educators and independent variable (x) expresses the conditions subject to testing, ie the strategies used in the process of continuous training of teachers, focused on individual transformation and collective (leadership completely) the efficiency of business process management. For this experiment we established the following independent variables (VI):

V.I. A. - Strategies (methods, techniques, tools) to:

a1 - organizational and individual development project;

a2 - operational management;

a3 - management performance evaluation.
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Dependent variabile are:

VD1: Transformational managerial approach styles

VD2: Transactional managerial approach styles

VD3: Passive / avoidant management approach styles

VD4: The concept of managerial styles as proactive orientation

VD5: Managerial efficiency - dominant directions

VD6: Management performance self-assessment

VD7: Efficiency of the formative program
VD1, VD2, VD3, VD4, VD5 will be revealed by the obtained scores by subjects in ISAM posttest questionnaire phase and VD 7 by the posttest questionnaire results.

The group of subjects consisted of educators engaged in teaching in rural educational institutions environment (school groups), in Arad county. In this sense equivalent sampling technique was used (Bocos, M., 2003), the experimental group consisting of 190 subjects and in the control group were included also 190 subjects. Selection criteria were the membership in a particular category of teaching staff (responsible for the management / non-management) and professional development level (beginner / final degree / teaching grade II / grade teacher I).

Regarding the issue of groups content, we state that this refers to volume / expansion of the scientific content (Bocos, M., 2003) used as a framework to achieve the formative experiment, to develop transversal competences, to approach transformational management. Formative intervention addressed to the experimental group was held in regular training programs for school managers and teachers in rural school education – „School manager“ and „Valuing education in knowledge era“, accredited CNFP-MECT.

We”ll present the synthetic sample content developed by linking the following components: the general skills of the module (Management and Communication), specific skills (Managerial efficiency – networking and influence mechanisms), the methodological frame in management styles approach development and the tools used by manager-educators in this respect.

**INTEGRATED CURRICULUM**

**MODULE:** Management and Communication  
**DISCIPLINE:** Management efficiency - networking and influence mechanisms  
**HOURS ALLOCATED:** 44  
  - direct formation: 16  
  - assisted formation: 24  
  - rating: 4  
**CREDITS:** 8  
**A. GENERAL COMPETENCIES:**  
From the perspective of profound knowledge of the organization educational needs, the best networking, but also leadership and coaching skills development, it aims:  
  - Capitalize current concepts in generating networking mechanisms, at social, organizational and individual level, both horizontally and vertically;
- Restructuring management approach styles such as adapting them to different educational situations and contingencies;
- Developing projecting capacities, strategies, transactional and transformational managerial styles implementation;
- Enhancing creativity and formative type learning, bringing managerial styles closer to the students needs, maximizing individual potential;
- Optimal use of the information flow in assessing and regulating management acts in accordance with the principles of managerial efficiency;
- Flexible and dynamic approach of management process optimally valorizing human resources.

*Table 1. Structure*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIFIC COMPETENCIES</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
<th>HOUR</th>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>METHOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Critical analysis of the schools internal and external content • Select and process informations to design a project for organisational development.</td>
<td>1. <strong>Schools organization – managerial action frame</strong> 1.1. Schools internal and external environmet. Analysis method 1.2. Stages in schools formation and development 1.3. Educator- manager: status, role şi influention</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>• Formation needs analysis at organisational level • Elaborating schools profile</td>
<td>SWOT Analysis Investigation Case study Sociomatrix Debate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creative and constructive approach of the scientific perspectives regarding the formative and developmental relationship process in the educational environment.</td>
<td>2. <strong>Educational interactions dynamics</strong> 2.1. Interknowledge relations 2.2. Intercommunication relations 2.3. Socio-affective relations 2.4. Influencing relations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>• Identifying and analysing educational interaction process • Good practice examples</td>
<td>Brainstorming Role acting Case study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Elaborate investigational indicators and instruments to asses relationship at schools level.</td>
<td>3. <strong>Research directions to optimize educational climate</strong> 3.1. Determinant factors in educational climate development 3.2. Group development stage model 3.3. Optimal group model</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>• School organizations evolution influencing factors investigation.</td>
<td>Modeling Questioning Graphic organizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Asses managerial style efficiency, both at individual and organizational level. • Reflect on managerial abordation styles efficiency.</td>
<td>4. <strong>Managerial styles and educational efficiency</strong> 4.1. Managerial styles multidimensional approaching 4.2. Managerial styles taxonomy 4.3. Generating and manifesting managerial styles in school 4.4. Difficulties in exercising managerial styles-stereotypes 4.5. Managerial style efficiency</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>• Identifying managerial styles and their caracterisation • Personal and organisational efficiency critical analysis • Managerial styles efficiency monitorising and assesment strategy</td>
<td>Controversy academ Observation Fish aquarium Mosaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6. Managerial styles efficiency assessment criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.7. Transactional managerial approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.8. Transformational managerial approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>elaboration.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Analyse relationship dynamic between managerial styles and school organization climate, on actual model basis, under qualitative and quantitative aspects.
- **Offering positive and constructive feedback, to improve learning experience.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. Relationship approach perspective between managerial styles and schools organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.1. The unity and diversity of the educational groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2. Interpersonal attraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3. Educational Influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4. Interpersonal Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5. Managerial Authority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6. Strategies and managerial approaching styles in educational crisis situations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.1. Confictual relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2. Competitive relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3. Cooperation relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4. Organisational changing management strategies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 4 | Exercising prevention and problem solving situations methods and technics |
|-----------------------------------------------|
| Elaborating institutional managerial development projects |

- Positive influencing method analysis
- Motivational theory and efficient communication strategy analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mind-mapping Critical mirror Cube Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Managing crisis situations using situation adapted styles and strategies
- Manifesting interest in managerial projects elaboration to optimise and improve educational relationships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total: 16 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Case study Role acting |
| Project Team work |
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Table 2. Applications/seminars/practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application type</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Panel-discussions</td>
<td>Skills role and importance in relationising and individual and organizational developing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Balint-group</td>
<td>Universal relating and communication styles</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Toledo role-acting</td>
<td>Psihopedagogic factors and managerial styles impact on educational group interior dynamics. Groups unity and dissociation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Toledo role-acting</td>
<td>Psihopedagogic factors and managerial styles impact on educational group interior dynamics—Conformism and non-conformism</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Toledo role-acting</td>
<td>Psihopedagogic factors and managerial styles impact on educational group interior dynamics—Latent and hidden tensions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. World-caffe</td>
<td>Managerial Autority in schools organisation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Mosaic</td>
<td>Educational environment research methods and instruments</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Futures creative workshops</td>
<td>Critical phase – managerial project to improve and optimize educational relationships</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visionary phase - managerial project to improve and optimize educational relationships</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fact phase - managerial project to improve and optimize educational relationships</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Workshop</td>
<td>Good practice examples at relationship level in school organization</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total hours</strong></td>
<td><strong>24</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Assessment strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formative evaluations aim:</th>
<th>Percent(%) in noting Total=100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Formative portofolio assessment</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Managerial project presentation</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Continuous inter-evaluation and auto-evaluation on the entire formative probation period</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Activities like themes / essays / translations etc</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other activities: constatative și ameliorative psycho-pedagogic micro-researches</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final assessment practical modalities:
The final assessment will be done by public presentation of the Managerial project in educational relation improvement and optimisation, result of some investigations and analysis made by student at schools organisation or groups level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimal requirement</th>
<th>Maximal requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Projecting and realizing a focus-group with students/teachers;</td>
<td>- Elaborate observational and analysis instruments to asses educational group dynamics;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Opportunity, treat and difficulty analysis in establishing, mentaining and assessing inter-knowledge, inter-communication and influencing relationship evolution;</td>
<td>- Group dynamics and influencing processes systematic investigation using research methods and instruments (investigation, focus-group);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Strategic targets and objectives formulation which are regarding the educational relation development on medium and long term;
- Obtained data processing and qualitative and quantitative interpretation to regulate the managerial process;
- “Managerial project in educational relationship improvement and optimization” public presentation.

**D. BENCHMARKING**

**Teaching methods:**
- *developing communication and networking skills methods*: ice-breaking games, role play, gallery tours, exposure to opponent, academic debates, cooperative learning, autobiographical approach, pedagogical monopoly.
- methods of analysis in problem situations: case study, problematization, modeling, focus group, prioritization techniques, SWOT analysis; fishboning technique; cards with tasks, Venn diagram, critical incident; SINELG.
- *methods of problem-solving situations*: the future creative workshop (ACV), the cube, panel discussion, brainstorming, galaxies technique, Phillips 66 meeting, decision-making controversy technique, the Delphi technique.
- *pedagogical research methods*: independent and systematic observation; social survey; IIO technique (Interviewer - Interviewed - Observer); portfolio, diary with double entry.

**Teaching means:**
- *Technical Resources*: Internet; laptop, projector, tape recorder, digital camera, camcorder, DVD player.
- *Educational Resources*: observational fee, analysis; surveys, school documents, flipcharts, markers.

**Organization forms of educational group:**
- Individual
- Group
- frontal

Based on listed scientific content was intended to achieve both specific skills and formative experimental objectives, so that every teacher be able to:
- to exercise effective leadership, encouraging and involving all stakeholders in critical analysis and changing current management practices;
- facilitate the development of constructive structures that develop strength points, maintain steady development and creating a transparent systems, in which roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and necessary resource allocations are made fairly and properly;
include the concept of inclusive school development plan, which allows the use of management practices at all levels, by specifying the SMART objectives and allocation of responsibilities and resources required;

- to promote reflection and systematic professional development, which encourages and supports the idea that organizational development is a continuous process of problem solving, involving all teachers, a process in which concrete measures are taken to ensure participation of all;

- to support self-evaluation process in a culture in which adults, students and their families are encouraged to speak openly, both about their successes and problems faced.

Regarding the effects induces by managerial styles optimization on educational intra-and inter-relation we considered as relevant and useful monitoring and assessing the following aspects:

**Personal management skills includes:**

- *consciousness of our own affects, reactions and resources*: knowledge of own strengths and weaknesses, confidence in our capabilities, intuitive recognition of our own actions which are affecting others.
- *self-control*: mastering our emotions and a way to act honestly and with integrity, channeling our feelings to achieve positive goals.
- *motivation*: emotional tendencies that lead us towards personal achievement.

**Development of interpersonal skills that include:**

- *empathy*: perception and awareness on others feelings;
- *sociability*: forging links with others, conflict resolution, communication in a clear and convincing / eloquent manner, stimulating others to work in cooperation.

The developmental process of management skills must be addressed in a dynamic perspective, focusing on complex and practical analysis. Responsibility for professional development is educator-manager of career development path is determined in relation to personal aspirations, with its vision of what will be done in future.

In section IV.7 - SELECTIVE OVERVIEW OF METHODS AND TOOLS USED IN THE FORMATIVE EXPERIMENT - we’re presented a direct training activities methodology (16 hours course / 24 hours practical work) and assisted training activities. Throughout the formative experiment, they applied various methods and instruments to stimulate the use of strategies and transactional and transformational managerial styles, tackled by educators in the experimental group. These methods and tools have been optimally incorporated in formative activities with interactive characteristics (future’s creative workshop, situational modeling, role and project play). Below are some methods and tools, considering that their effective
implementation, require creativity and flexibility, manifested by the trainer, as well by the educators, transactional approach represents an intrinsic quality of any management approach.

- educational needs quantitative and qualitative analysis data sheets;
- checklists on situational modeling;
- observational protocols of management approach;
- strategies and management styles efficiency self-assessment worksheet;
- project to improve and optimize the educational relations;
- organizational and individual projects development inter-evaluation sheet;
- training diary;
- other products and tools used during the formative experiment.

In chapter V - STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA OBTAINED DURING FORMATIVE EXPERIMENT - are presented a series of descriptive and inferential results. Educators from the experimental group were involved throughout the formative experiment, in realizing of an interactive observation process, analysis, reasoning, self and inter-evaluation of designed strategies and management styles and implemented in the frames of the creative workshop and managerial interventions simulation, in case of problem-situations. It was assumed that the use of interactive methods (panel discussion / Balint group / Toledo role playing / world-cafe / creative workshop) and some specific tools, allows educators involvement in developing and implementing effective management alternatives, to develop transversal competences (intercom, networking, problem solving, group decision-making).

In the spirit of formative and training assessment, we used - Formative instruments assessment grid (Appendix 9) - so that items of this grid will be the variables whose evolution we will review below. As regards design variable, it has scores which is added together the results obtained for the following sub-variable:

- educational actors involvement;
- linking strategy and management approach style to the identified priorities;
- establish performance indicators, deadlines and responsibilities;
- assessment of appropriate character, feasible and acceptable design;
- awareness of strategic goals and addressability.
Table V.13. Descriptive statistics for the design sub-variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strategic goals and target audience</th>
<th>Level of involvement</th>
<th>Strategies-management styles - priorities</th>
<th>Performance indicators-Timelines-responsibilities</th>
<th>Necessary character, feasible, acceptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2.7857</td>
<td>2.8971</td>
<td>2.8800</td>
<td>2.6144</td>
<td>2.6057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>.93834</td>
<td>.79898</td>
<td>.96998</td>
<td>1.08925</td>
<td>1.05109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For operational management, we summed scores of the following variables:

- educational stakeholders involvement and participation mechanisms awareness;
- creating the facilitator context for conscious participation;
- determining actionable alternatives;
- adapting leadership styles to the situational specific;
- identifying difficulties in the management process.

For variable components, operational leadership - have received above theoretical average marks, which shows that educators in the experimental sample, have a medium to high level of development of leadership styles.

Table V.16. Descriptive statistics for operational management sub-variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Involvement and participation mechanisms</th>
<th>Facilitator background</th>
<th>Alternative actions</th>
<th>Situational Adaptation</th>
<th>Management difficulties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2.3229</td>
<td>3.3600</td>
<td>2.6487</td>
<td>2.5200</td>
<td>3.5229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>1.01226</td>
<td>.60869</td>
<td>.76989</td>
<td>.88434</td>
<td>.55662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Managerial performance evaluation variable scores are summing the following sub-variable scores:
- effectiveness assessment - the suitability of managerial styles to specific educational situation;
- individual efforts focus to achieve organizational goals;
- assessing the effectiveness of management style approach – fulfilled objectives and resources used;
- error awareness in situational managerial approach.

For variable components - evaluation of management performance – it shows recorded low scores, for the adequacy of management styles to the specific educational situation: individual efforts focus to achieve organizational objectives, but significant scores above the average theoretical, for efficiency of managerial styles and errors awareness degree of the situational management approach (table V. 19).

Table V. 19. Descriptive statistics for managerial performance sub-variable evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
<th>Concentration of individual efforts</th>
<th>Management styles efficiency</th>
<th>Errors awareness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.9715</td>
<td>2.2029</td>
<td>2.9401</td>
<td>2.9915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>.67230</td>
<td>.79650</td>
<td>.82116</td>
<td>.71456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the formative experiment, subjects in the experimental group were use a specific tool - training log, designed to stimulate meta-evaluation, as a means of constant reflection on the process of developing managerial skills and styles, but their personal and organizational impact. Respecting experimental design, we conducted 12 semistructured interviews (3 in each school included in each experimental cohort), to find and highlight changes in terms of management approach style, by subjects participating in the formative experiment, but also for project implementation, improvement and optimization of educational interrelation.

In terms of obtained averages, a comparative analysis was done, by reporting to the following independent variables: gender of investigated subjects (table V. 25), the category of teaching staff (table V. 26) and the professional development (table V. 27). In relation with these criteria, we find that there are significant differences between averages obtained, this being shown by additional calculations performed by SPSS (variance calculation with ANOVA method and calculation of the partial regression coefficient). Educator-manager portfolio...
variable evolution is therefore in a very small extent predicted by variables: gender of subjects, teaching staff category and level of professional development.

**Table V. 25. Differences between the averages obtained from the variable - gender**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>30.91</td>
<td>31.99</td>
<td>31.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>7.250</td>
<td>9.036</td>
<td>8.314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table V. 26. Differences between the averages obtained from the variable - personal category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAFF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers with leadership positions</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching non-management staff</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>31.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>8.314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table V. 27. Differences between the averages obtained from the variable - the professional development**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional development level</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent degree</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second degree</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic 1st degree</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>30.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>33.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>8.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>10.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantitative and qualitative analysis of the products that make the educator-manager’s portfolio, and the instruments used during the formative intervention emphasized among educators of the experimental group, the restructuring trend in management style approach, in the sense of assuming own responsibility, action and a personal efforts to enhance implementation of transactional and transformational managerial styles.

In chapter VI - POSTTEST AND RETEST PROVIDED EXPERIMENTAL DATE ANNALYSIS AND PROCESSING - we presented obtaind data in May 2009, when at the end of the formative intervention, for educators from both groups have been reapplied ISAM questionnaire. For educators in the experimental group was developed and applied an instrument to measure the impact and efficiency of formative program and the tools used (posttest questionnaire).
Table VI.25. Management approach type by group - comparative results on the obtained frequency and percentages in the pretest and posttest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The type of management approach</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th></th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$G_E$</td>
<td>$G_C$</td>
<td>$G_E$</td>
<td>$G_C$</td>
<td>$G_E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequencies</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Frequencies</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Frequencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformative approach</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18.94</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16.84</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactional approach</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>26.84</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>29.47</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive/ avoidant approach</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>47.90</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>49.47</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing values</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the experimental group, is observed, by comparing the results obtained in the pretest phase with these from posttest, an increased percentage of the transformational management approach with 7.36% and 11.05% at transaction management approach. Regarding the passive / avoidant management approach, in posttest is find a decreased percentage compared with pretest, with 12.1% for subjects belonging to the experimental group. Following the calculation of $\chi^2$ was showed that these differences are significant for a $p < .01$. In the control group, by reporting the pretest results to those in the posttest phase, there is a similar dynamics for transformational managerial approach (an increase with 1.5%) and transactional (an increase of 1.05%), but the differences are insignificant compared to pretest.

**Formative experiment resulted in significant progress in the adoption of transformational and transactional management styles approach among subjects in the experimental group and fewer educators using passive / avoidant management approach style.**

Depending on the category of investigated subjects (teaching staff with managerial / non-management teaching staff) and professional development level (beginner / final degree / second degree / teaching grade I), inferential processing results show that there aren’t significant differences in the proportion of the three types of management approach.
In conclusion, it’s noted that we record a significant difference in the percentual distribution in management approach ways, depending on the group’s affiliation of the investigated subjects - experimental and control. These observed differences between subjects belonging to the experimental group, compared with control group subjects in the posttest phase, are the result of active involvement of educator/managers in the professional development process, through a formative intervention aimed to developing transversal skills and inter-networking.

In the experimental group, both as guidance for the design of reactive management styles, as well as guidance for designing management styles proactive, there are statistically significant differences (p < .05) between scores obtained during the pretest and posttest phase. These data demonstrates that formative program addressed to educator/managers led to the rethinking management styles, increasing subjects adhesion in the experimental group for proactive orientation.

By reporting the control group results, it is noted that in the experimental group, the posttest compared to pretest, there was an increase in the average transformational managerial approach \( m_{pre} = 57.23 / m_{post} = 60.86 \) and transactional \( m_{pre} = 71.64 / m_{post} = 77.20 \). In terms of management approaches, educators in the experimental group obtained lower score in the posttest than in pretest, for the passive/avoidant managerial approach \( m_{pre} = 46.05 / m_{post} = 43.19 \). Comparative results between the main dimensions of the ISAM questionnaire, between pretest and posttest for the experimental group are as follows:

- **reactive orientation managerial styles** \( (m_{pre} = 11.06 / m_{post} = 10.26) \);
- **proactive orientation management styles** \( (m_{pre} = 11.28 / m_{post} = 12.40) \);
- **transformational managerial approach** \( (m_{pre} = 57.23 / m_{post} = 60.86) \);
- **transactional management approach** \( (m_{pre} = 71.64 / m_{post} = 77.20) \);
- **passive/avoidant management approach** \( (m_{pre} = 46.05 / m_{post} = 43.19) \);
- **managerial efficiency by constructing meanings and perspectives** \( (m_{pre} = 15.21 / m_{post} = 16.65) \);
- **management effectiveness by focusing on results** \( (m_{pre} = 14.71 / m_{post} = 15.45) \);
- **self-assessment of managerial performances** \( (m_{pre} = 6.40 / m_{post} = 6.75) \).

After interferential processing for the three dimensions of the management approach has had obtained results that show significant differences at a threshold of statistical significance (p < .01) between pretest and the posttest phase.
Comparative analysis of the descriptive results for the experimental group, between the pretest and posttest stages demonstrates a significant increase in scores for the transformational and transactional management approach dimensions.

The analysis of these results it is noted that subjects in the experimental group, for variable construction of meanings and perspectives, had recorded higher average values, both in the pretest and posttest, which indicates their concern for the continued personal and organizational development. There is an anticipated increase in managerial performance, this being achieved by stimulating and motivating subjects involved in the development of formative experiment. An important aspect to remember is that we are witnessing a significant drop in scores for variables, that make up the passive / avoidant management approach.

From the perspective of the comparative analysis with the control group, we can estimate that the educators, managers constituting the experimental group, the formative intervention program determined a significant development in terms of flexible and dynamic implementation of management styles adapted to the new educational environments. It notes in this case a strong focus on transformational and transactional management approach, reducing the percentage of specific dimensions in passive / avoidant management approach, especially with regard to systematic-reaction to problem - situations, that are manifested in the school organization and require rapid and effective intervention.

The analysis of correlations between the defining dimensions for the managerial approach has validated the results of the descriptive data processing. The scores of designing managerial styles as proactive guidance influences, more evident, in the posttest, (number of significant correlations is higher than the pretest) educators adherence to transactional and transformational managerial approach. Based on these assumptions, we can say that the formative intervention had the effect of increasing educator adherence to design managerial styles as proactive guidance.

Correlational study highlights the existence of significant correlations among all subscales of transformational and transactional management approach, which is found also in pre-tested. Analysis of these correlations allows us to appreciate that the distinction between the two management approaches is dynamic and flexible, educators are oriented to exercise inspirational motivation, idealized influence, using proactive involving strategies and transactional approach specific managerial styles.
In posttest there are significant negative correlations between the subscales of transformational and transactional management approach and passive adaptation. The teachers mainly oriented towards a transformational and transactional management approach, have a significantly increased degree of flexible adaptation to new learning situations, bypassing the issues quickly.

In this situation, we can say that educators high adhesion for the transformational and transactional management approach, is associated with a dynamic process of adapting management styles and strategies to the needs and specific educational context. In the pretest phase, only educators who recorded high values for intellectual stimulation, proactive involvement and development of strategic practices, have scores indicating concern for the continued development of capacities for adaptation. These results indicate that the formative program influences in some degree teachers real-time adaptation to new challenges.

At this stage, managerial efficiency, by constructing meanings and perspectives (I1), positively and significantly correlated with the subscales of transformational and transactional management approach. It is noted that the subjects preference for the construction of new meanings and perspectives is associated with a better adaptation and immediate and effective response to organizational problems. To streamline the management process, it is necessary that the teacher/manager shows creativity and originality, researching and discovering new directions of development, through a reinterpretation of meanings.

Self-assessing management performances is positively correlated with idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, situational reward, proactive involvement, monitoring and evaluation of performance deviations. There are negative correlations between self-assessment of management performances and all size scales regarding on the passive / avoidant management approach.

Following the completion of regression analysis to identify significant predictors of the three management approaches, we find that every time they consist of scales comprising the investigated dimension. This can be explained partly because of high correlations between the scales and total score of the investigated dimension, and secondly, due to the large number of subjects included in the study. This latter point makes little differences to be significant, so the reduced variability between the other size scales compared to a dimension in which are not included, are not sufficient to identify other significant predictors. In other words, the scales
included in a dimension, are differentiated compared with that size, compared with other scales of the questionnaire.

*These results show that training teachers in the processes of design, operational management, management performance, has contributed significantly to increase subjects preference for transactional and transformational managerial approaching styles, and decreased use of passive / avoidant management approach.*

In terms of measuring the impact of the formative intervention on the experimental group and to support the results of the ISAM questionnaire, we applied the experimental group instrument - posttest questionnaire.

For subjects in the experimental group, there were results that show a significant restructuring of strategies and management approach styles, due to the training intervention. In terms of restructuring management approach styles, subjects, in a proportion higher than 50% over central value of the scale, are partly or totally agree with this statement. For educators who said that they have restructured their management approach style in a large extent, it appears that they conceive management styles as guidance for proactive management practices.

The formative intervention focused on developing management approach styles, has the most important impact on the development of participatory structures, followed in descending order by contextual and situational analysis, operational plans elaboration, feedback and self-regulation of management activity, monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of managerial styles. Formative experiment resulted in the subjects awareness that management approach styles has been optimized, most, in terms of developing operational plans and achieve the contextual and situational diagnosis. An even less effective aspect following the formative experiment is the use of monitoring and evaluation strategies of management performances. This aspect is confirmed by data processing results obtained during the formative experiment, as outlined above, educators are getting the lowest scores for monitoring the size of deviations.

These results lead us to appreciate that teachers develop and apply strategies and tools by which efficiently self-regulate management, first through situational analysis and develop operational plans and finally by giving and requesting feedback, but have fewer strategies for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of management approach styles during the management process. Based on this finding, it may raise a number of new directions for teacher’s continuous training in managerial aspect.
In case of design and implementation of problem-based modeling, the descriptive results analysis show that the greatest difficulties were encountered with the identification of managerial performance standards (m = 2.37). An other issue where there were greater difficulties was widening management approach perspectives (m = 2.89), followed by situational diagnosis (m = 3.10) and to set priorities and responsibilities (m = 3.17). Difficulties arising from the managerial styles advantages / disadvantages analysis (m = 3.20), and team motivating (m = 3.33) have lower scores. Subjects relate effectively to issues determined by analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of managerial styles and easily establish priorities and responsibilities of each, estimating to be more difficult the process of broadening perspectives in management approach and situational diagnosis, and particularly identification of management performance standards.

In terms of usefulness of formative assessment tools by the educators of the experimental group, it is noted that the checklist on the situational model is considered the most effective tool (m = 3.25), followed in descending order by: management approach style efficiency self-evaluation worksheet (m = 3.24); educational needs analysis sheets (m = 3.15); training log (m = 3.13); development projects inter-evaluation sheet (m = 3, 10) and observation protocols (m = 3.05).

Based on the results of descriptive analysis is notable that subjects are positively valorizing the usefulness of formative instruments, designed and implemented during the course of the experiment, so the obtain average is higher than the theoretical average. It is noted that the averages obtained by variables management approach styles restructuring and the use of formative instruments are large, which leads us to appreciate the formative experiment led to a greater awareness on the need for strategies and tools addressed to specific transactional and transformational management approach styles. Descriptive analysis of the results leads us to declare that, in general, educators have praised the formative program as effective in multiple aspects (all obtained averages are higher than the theoretical average).

It can appreciate that educators who thoroughly revamped management approach styles, are witnessing a reconceptualization of these, as a proactive and transformative orientation. Therefore subjects which were integrated into those category who used primarily a passive / avoidant management approach, have restructured their management approach style, as a result of active involvement in ongoing formative program.
Educators who’re promoted a transformational management, naturally, have not changed their management styles following the formative experiment, this was revealed by scores indicating their restructuring, because decline as scores for transformational managerial approach growing.

The significant correlations between the dimensions of practiced strategy development, outlined in the pretest questionnaire and those administered in the posttest questionnaire, confirm the positive changes induced by the formative experiment on style management approach.

The correlation analysis between the results of the evaluation questionnaire about the impact of the formative program on the experimental group subjects, makes us appreciate the fact that educators have largely restructured their management approach style, notably the development and implementation of operational plans. The instruments assessed as having an important role in how efficient management approach are: situational modeling checklist and managerial styles efficiency worksheet. Records efficiency analysis of the educational needs in facilitating transactional and transformational management approaches are highlighted by a corelational studies. Educators have noted the difficulty in identifying managerial performance standards in the design and implementation processes of situational modeling, saying that they will largely transfer these tools and techniques used in the experiment group in the educational practice.

In the retest stage was found if these posttest stage results remain after a period of time, by re-survey subjects in the experimental group ISAM. There has been an increase in the average for the following dimensions:

- **management styles as reactive orientation** \( (m_{post} = 10.26 / m_{re} = 10.30) \);
- **management styles as proactive orientation** \( (m_{post} = 12.40 / m_{re} = 12.35) \);
- **transformational managerial approach** \( (m_{post} = 60.86 / m_{re} = 60.67) \);
- **transactional management approach** \( (m_{post} = 77.20 / m_{re} = 77.43) \);
- **passive / avoidant management approach** \( (m_{post} = 43.19 / m_{re} = 43.44) \);
- **managerial efficiency by constructing meanings and perspectives** \( (m_{post} = 16.65/ m_{re} = 16.69) \);
- **management effectiveness by focusing on results** \( (m_{post} = 15.45 / m_{re} = 15.47) \);
- **self-assessment of managerial performance** \( (m_{post} = 6.75 / m_{re} = 6.78) \).

It is noted that in this phase of the retest, passive/ avoidant management approach has a higher percentage (37.89%), being seconded to a small difference by the transactional
managerial approach (36.31%). Unlike the previous phases of the formative experiment, there is predominant orientation of educators to a transactional management approach, followed by a rather large difference in managerial transformational approach (22.11%).

A very important aspect is that the frequency of passive/avoidant management approach showed a reduction in both the posttest and the retest, compared with pretest values, which leads us to support the effectiveness of formative experiment. The obtained results ($\chi^2 = 8.360$ at $p = .143$) allow us to appreciate that in the retest phase, the percentage of the management approach styles did not differ significantly, depending on the professional development level, finding that, in relation to the other stages of the experiment that had significant differences, it tends to increase the use of transactional management approach style.

Significantly negative correlations ($p < .01$) between passive adaptation and idealized influence, intellectual stimulation and individual assessment, shows that with reduction of passive adaptation, subjects show a more obvious concern for the dimension of transformational management approach by designing and implementing operational plans related to interrelation and intercommunication development.

Based on these results and conclusions we can say that the systematic use by the educators of strategies and transformational managerial approach styles is influenced by the existence of organizational and individual development projects, through proactive and creative involvement in interactional processes of school organization.

ISAM questionnaire and posttest questionnaire results confirmed that the use of design techniques and tools, operational management, monitoring, evaluation and self-management practices had the effect of restructuring management approach style, for a significant number of subjects, but there is a significant positive correlation between management approach styles restructuring assessment and management performance self-assessment.

In chapter VII. FINAL CONCLUSIONS, we’re remarking the following facts:

- there is a statistically significant differences between experimental and control group regarding the conception of management styles, strategies and styles of management approach and the effectiveness of managerial reporting;
- there is an increase in posttest scores, in the experimental group, for the proactive orientation management approach styles design, for the transactional and transformational managerial approach and self-assessment of managerial performance.
and a decrease in the passive / avoidant management approach. The control group does not show significant differences from pretest;

- in the experimental group, the retest results maintain the same trend like in posttest;
- after the formative experiment, the subjects from the experimental group states that have restructured their management approach style and will use the methods, procedures, techniques and tools for self-regulation processes of design, operational management, feedback and evaluation in the school organization.

In conclusion, the general assumption - Implementation in continuous training programs for the teaching staff specific training strategies for educators in the processes of design, operational management, evaluation and self-management practices, using modeling, role play and design, facilitating adoption of transformational management styles and increasing managerial performance - is valid and so we can affirm firmly the effectiveness of the formative program.

**STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT APPROACH**

The premise of ensuring the quality of managerial act in the school organization covering skills and management styles, and how educators in the leadership area are promoting good management practices to improve and optimize educational relations. The transfer of these goals in current school practice requires the managerial act orientation in one prioritary direction, training and development of specific management styles and adapted the coordination process, monitoring and regulating such education relationships. In this direction should face major development strategies and psychosocial skills and management styles.

Developing these strategies under conditions of uncertainty, generated by the incompleteness of the datas, dynamics and external factors. Therefore, a successful strategy should allow enough reserves for flexibility and adaptation over time to changes in the external environment of the school. At this point it should be anticipated how to implement them, knowing that good ideas often end badly.

A very important aspect in developing a strategy for psychosocial skills and management styles development lies in its opportunity. In other words, it must be examined with much realism, to what extent the strategy is consistent with the requirements of the beneficiaries and is not premature or obsolete.
Developing strategies are based on external environment analysis and the internal environmental analysis, specific to the school organization. Based on these tests, it determine which conditions are favorable and unfavorable to the launch or continuation of a strategy and decide on its opportunity whether or adaptability to new requirements of the educational actors.

SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) is made in order to combine the external environment analysis with the internal environment, to generate a series of development strategies. Addressing internal environment eventually leads to the identification of poles of power and weakness for each school organization. In other words, these assessments on SW axis have relative significance, depending on the educators-managers realism and courage, in knowing their weaknesses. To get an overall picture, internal factors SW axis may be associated with a chart OX axis and external factors OT axis may be associated with the OY axis. Combining internal factors with external factors, can generate four types of strategies.

These are generic strategies as they gain content in the concrete conditions of each participating school (A. Cardon, 2006, p.62):

- **SO Strategies** (max-max type), bringing together elements to build a favorable strategy, using strong elements of the school organization, to take advantage of opportunities in the external environment, creating a net competitive advantage.
- **WO strategies** (min-max type), combines elements of existing weakness in the school organization with existing opportunities in the external environment. Basically, it tries the opportunities to eliminate weaknesses or their transforming in strength points for the organization.
- **ST Strategies** (max-min type), meaning that they use strength elements of school organization's to avoid or reduce existing threats in the external environment.
- **WT strategies** (min-min type) aim to minimize weaknesses and avoid the threat conditions from abroad. There are defensive strategies and they are used especially when the school organization is in decline.

Strategy implementation is time consuming and the results can be immediate or lasting. There are always time constants between the implementation and results, which should be known and taken into account. There is also some resistance arising from the implementation of a strategy. Knowledge of these resistors is crucial to overcome them, without excessive consumption of energy and time. For example, one of the strongest resistance to implementing a strategy that contains a large amount of novelty or requiring major changes is the mentality of
the educational actors. This situation is characteristic especially for those who were not educated in the spirit of change and taking risk caused by uncertainty. Therefore, it requires a real attention to be given by the teacher-manager to identify and evaluate possible resistance in strategy implementing.

Adopting and implementing development strategies of management skills and styles, involving a number of changes in their training approach. We could even say that implementing a strategy is through an organizational structure design, function and control that will achieve these proposed objectives. Operation of an organizational structure has two main roles:

- to coordinate the trainees to compete to achieve agreed objectives;
- motivate learners to achieve managerial performance.

Organizational structure becomes a tool or mechanism by which educators-managers coordinate all educational activities, facilitating the differentiation and integration. These structures do not contain inherent mechanisms in motivating educational actors. From here lies the great importance of the managerial styles in school organizations (M. Zlate, 2004).

Design goal of these strategies is to provide a motivation mechanism for educators, managers, members of the school, to achieve fundamental objectives and a system of feedback on their performances. Managerial style is therefore an integral part of the process by which educators-managers designs, coordinates and evaluates all activities of a school organization, to see if they are carried out efficiently and effectively and will take necessary corrective measures to ensure school performance. It involves complex mechanisms to respond to the demands of school organization, to participate and prevent any dysfunctional states.

Effectiveness evaluation of management styles is based on metrics and a reference system, known and accepted in the phase of the strategy elaboration. The assessment must take into account implementation processuality and time constants necessary for results. It is an essential process and is conducted throughout the implementation strategy, such as in case of need to be able to intervene, to correct and adapt to the new conditions and educational needs.

Performance measures at institutional level is carried out according to four global indicators: efficiency, quality, innovation and sensitivity to educational services beneficiaries demand. These strategies are developed at the functional level of the school organization and aim to achieve competitive advantages by improving the processes of interaction, as well as better exploitation of the organization's human resources, learning processes.
Proposed strategies for improving and optimizing tensional relationship management styles - school climate, are oriented towards:

- comparative analysis of the management practices;
- creation of diverse and complex situations of cooperation;
- active listening of others' opinion;
- investigate the motivations and interests;
- collective discussion of key issues and individual reflection;
- transposition in the other's situation;
- argumentative presentation of alternatives for problem-solving situations.

Schools struggling to meet various requirements and needs of actors involved in achieving the educational process in a heterogeneous society. Many students leave school without developing pro-social skills, resulting in a flexible adaptation to the society's knowledge. Furthermore, educators and students are frustrated by the existing educational system, which does not provide sufficient opportunities for social interaction and acceptance. These frustrations stem from the traditional approaches to the management of students' group based on teacher-centered instruction.

Certainly, educational innovations seek to remedy these problems of the current school by providing a theoretical and practical support in terms of effective management of a students' group, so as to create an organizational climate, the development of positive feelings for social involvement. In this way, students can solve problems and difficulties that occur naturally over time, developing their approach to overcome external pressures, promoting mutual respect, tolerance, and personal responsibility.

Managerial styles therefore manifest themselves in 'a human construct, based on cyclic and hierarchical type relationships, peer influence as a source of cohesion and self-regulation, targeting students' behavior. "(M. Zlate, 2004, p.130)

The premise of this approach is that an organization cannot develop without cooperation and person-organization relations, should not be made in terms of conflict, but in terms of synergy (each take whole into account and act in the same direction). It is necessary to restructure the relationship between organization members, with the principle of merit recognition and each other respect.
Theoretical approach of interaction within the organization in a dynamic and creative perspective, but especially the applicative value of this model, have led us to consider the possibility of transferring it in educational practice. This construct of theoretical ideas are based on six key ideas, they may constitute the principles of interactive educational management:

- The organization is composed of co-authors (teachers) and interdependent coactori (learners) which respect each other (if initially a co-author set objectives of the organization, in another it becomes co-actor in their implementation);
- Each issue should be resolved at the level it was identified by those who formulated it (if it is decided, can be called experts outside the organization);
- The organization must deliberately build people, thus contributing to their personal development;
- Each member of the organization should be involved in research and discovery, without receiving the necessary information ready, aimed at personal and genuine participation in communication processes;
- Power distribution reflects the distribution of knowledge (to know what to do, to know to be).

To eliminate the difficulties in achieving these goals are required control devices as: the right to error (when appears to be debated, addressed in order to determine the causes and remedies), teamwork (allow development of a common language) and coordination at each hierarchical level (decisions are taken together with other information).

PRADO model reside in the chaining acts, previously designed, eventually leading to the individual and organization development. Considering the many similarities with the specific educational management activities, we present the applicative model, following to cover three separate steps in educational practice:

- Diagnostic phase is to: establish the specific of the school organization culture, research the nature of problems, analysis in the pyramid of needs in organization and managerial styles practiced efficiency, comparative approach the real behavior of the leader and desirable, detection of dominant values and others perceptions on the school organization to reveal its weaknesses and anticipate the action to be taken, efforts to be made.
- Sensitise phase aims at raising learners' intrinsic motivation and other social partners to to positively respond to educational changes, profitable both for them and school
organization. This stage involves the following questions: how to act in relation to others?; How to lead the team? ; How do the changes?

- **Application stage** addressing problems within the organization, their nature (technical, relationships, organization, personnel, information, quality, environment, security), giving the name of this stage: TROPIQUES. It optimizes the operation of the organization in line with others, reducing the number of problems and allowing each participant to feel responsible, depending on their capabilities.

By promoting this model, it’s followed to achieve each members adherence to the organization to achieve team cohesion, consistency of decisions, so the group must be able to self organize and effectively respond to internal and external constraints, generating a new and genuine organizational culture. Involving school groups members in setting objectives of educational activities, decision making, educators- managers in their implementation, increase the flexibility of organizational structure and increase the efficiency of the teaching-learning-assessment process.

The whole approach is a series of stages, in which the educator has the following:

- To formulate change objectives realistically, in line with availability and skills of the students in the group.
- To explain the reasons for the implementation of managerial styles, encouraging the involved actors in the process of change initiation.
- To eliminate any source that can generate anxiety in the face of change, with permanent documentation and providing useful information.
- Consider the whole team opportunities, threats, challenges of the application of various leadership styles.
- Identify the informal leaders of the group, to support and promote cooperation.
- To design, organize and coordinate the implementation of new management strategies.
- Monitoring strategy, to clearly communicate the entire process and objective evaluation of results.
- To generate a climate of mutual trust, building progressive credibility, with the leadership styles practiced.
- To develop a communication network, both horizontally and vertically, to maintain permanent contact with organizational actors.
- Critical information processing and interpretation, to adjust and optimize the management process.
As a changing promoter, the teacher-manager must demonstrate the ability to develop effective managerial styles in the educational activities, strategy implementation and proactive management styles within the school organization, in the classroom by default, being a key factor in the democratization of the educational relationships.
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